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Abstract

Well-curated sets of pathology image features will be critical to clinical studies that aim to evaluate and predict treatment responses. Researchers require information synthesized across multiple biological scales, from the patient to the molecular scale, to more effectively study cancer. This article describes a suite of services and web applications that allow users to select regions of interest in whole slide tissue images, run a segmentation pipeline on the selected regions to extract nuclei and compute shape, size, intensity, and texture features, store and index images and analysis results, and visualize and explore images and computed features. All the services are deployed as containers and the user-facing interfaces as web-based applications. The set of containers and web applications presented in this article is used in cancer research studies of morphologic characteristics of tumor tissues. The software is free and open source.
Materials and Methods

Pathology data are employed in care guidelines and clinical settings for virtually all cancer disease sites. Historically, pathology interpretations for both research studies and clinical care have used microscopes and glass slides, but whole slide images are now widely employed in clinical research settings, with widespread clinical adoption of digital pathology platforms virtually certain to occur over the next 5 years. The combination of digital pathology platforms and maturing of image analysis and machine learning methodology will make possible adoption of image data-driven systems in research and clinical settings (1). Nuclear morphology plays a central role in the characterization of tumors. Morphologic descriptions of nuclei are crucial components of pathology classifications, and many groups, including our own, have linked nuclear features to cancer outcome and molecular classification (2–10).

We present in this article a software system that provides researchers with tools that support selection of whole slide regions of interest, segmentation of nuclei within one or more regions, and visualization of nuclear features. The software encompasses: (i) efficient and robust image analysis pipelines; (ii) databases to store and index large quantities of features and annotations computed by image analysis pipelines; (iii) user interfaces and applications to interact with and explore images and computed features. Users can interact with scatter plots depicting the distribution of nuclear feature values. Users can also select subsets of the feature plot and drill down to view images of nuclei.

We have employed state-of-the-art and emerging software technologies and frameworks in the design and implementation of the software. First, we have deployed all the core components and services as containers, more specifically as Docker containers. This decision is motivated by several factors: (i) containerization facilitates a modular design, which allows for collections of the services to be deployed as part of or interfaced with other software systems. (ii) Software to support tissue image analysis needs to leverage existing libraries and tools, which may have been developed using different programming languages and rely on different compilation, configuration, and service technologies. Indeed, our implementation spans a variety of software and computing technologies (C++, Java, Apache Tomcat, Node.js, cmake, etc.). Containerization makes the deployment process easier by providing self-contained, isolated components. (iii) Cloud computing has emerged as a means of scaling resources needed by a project or an institution. Containerization allows for deployment on a Cloud platform to speed up and to scale tissue image analyses and datasets as well as deployment on local server farms and on desktop machines. Processing a whole slide tissue image (WSI) can take a long time on a single CPU core depending on image resolution, tissue coverage, and the complexity of the analysis algorithm. This process can be accelerated by partitioning the WSI into tiles (e.g., 2048 × 2048 pixel tiles) and processing the tiles concurrently on multiple machines and CPU cores. In a recent analysis run with 130 images, it took on average 2 hours per image on a machine with 40 cores; please note that multiple images can also be processed concurrently on multiple machines.

Second, we have employed NoSQL document database technologies and the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format to devise data models and data management components.
JSON and NoSQL systems together provide an agile data management environment by allowing for flexibility in document structures. The agility and scalability of the database is very important, because the specific set of features developed in a study often depends on scientific aims and evolves over the course of a study.

Third, we have developed web-based applications and user interfaces to interact with the software infrastructure, run image analysis pipelines, and query, visualize, and explore analysis results. Our web applications enable coordinated spatial and feature-based visual analytics. Interactive exploration and visual analysis of features are critical to augmenting the feature selection and curation processes. The user-facing components of our software are web-based applications instead of desktop applications, because browsers are becoming increasingly powerful as a computing and application platform. We expect that building our user-facing components on state-of-the-art web technologies will allow us to take advantage of browsers as an additional computational resource in future releases of our software.

Results: Software Description

Figure 1 shows the architecture of our software. It consists of three core service groups. The application service group is a single container that hosts the application home page and web applications. The user interacts with the application service to view images, execute image analyses, explore feature sets generated from analyses, and visualize analysis results (i.e., segmentation results) overlaid on images. The image analysis group is made up of three containers. They collectively execute image analysis requests submitted by the user using the web applications. The third group is the data group. It is responsible for data loading, data management, and query processing. It is implemented as a set of three containers. In the following sections, we describe each of the groups and their containers.

The application service

This container hosts the web applications to interact with the software infrastructure, submit analysis requests, and view images and analysis results. The component that facilitates the interactive exploration of WSIs and nuclear segmentation results (overlaid on images as polygons) is caMicroscope (http://camicroscope.org; ref. 11). caMicroscope provides graphical user interfaces and application programming interfaces (API), which allow the programmatic creation of a presentation state (i.e., a representation of the data for interaction). This is particularly useful when interfacing with the visual feature analytics component, referred to here as FeatureScape. Users can select a group of nuclear segmentations in a certain area and launch FeatureScape to explore these features. FeatureScape supports visualizations such as scatter plots to allow one to take a deep dive into nucleus-level features. Users can subsequently select a subregion in the scatter plot to generate a list of image patches that are representative of areas of the image. The middle of each image patch contains a segmented nucleus, the feature values of which are within the bounds of the subregion selected in the scatter plot. If the user clicks on an image patch, FeatureScape then takes the user back into caMicroscope interface with the source WSI. Such an interactive back-and-forth between a visual image-based exploration in caMicroscope and a more quantitative feature-based exploration in FeatureScape provides
novel and unique insight into the significance and quality of features, thereby enabling the development of robust quantitative feature sets. Please see Supplementary Video S1, which shows an example use of the web applications and interfaces.

The image analysis group

This group of containers manages the execution of image analyses on image tiles selected by the user using the application web interfaces. The analysis service container encapsulates one or more analysis pipelines. In our current implementation, we use a level set–based nuclear segmentation algorithm developed by our group (12). This algorithm segments tiles in hematoxylin and eosin–stained tissue images to extract nuclei and computes a set of size, shape, and intensity features. The job manager service container keeps track of analysis jobs submitted by the user via the web application. The image tile service extracts user-selected image tiles from WSIs and serves them to the analysis service for processing. The analysis service subscribes to the job manager service and is triggered when an analysis job is submitted. For an analysis job, it gets the corresponding image tile from the image tile service, executes the analysis pipeline, and posts the analysis results to the data loader service, which loads them to the database.

The data group

The data management components of our infrastructure are deployed as three containers. The data manager service implements the database, referred to as FeatureDB, for storing image metadata, analysis results, and metadata about analyses (e.g., analysis parameters). To support the management of analysis results, we have created a data model called μAIM, which borrows elements from our prior work with the Pathology Analytical Imaging Standards (13) and the Annotation and Image Markup (AIM; ref. 14) data models and organizes them using a GeoJSON compliant specification. GeoJSON is a widely used format for encoding geospatial data as JSON documents (15). μAIM expresses segmentation results as polygons and size, shape, intensity, and texture features, such as area, mean intensity, for each segmented object as key-value pairs. These documents are in a MongoDB database hosted in the data manager service container. The data loader service container implements the functions for loading image metadata and image analysis results, which are output from the analysis service as image masks and csv files, which contain the computed features and boundaries of segmented objects. The feature query service container hosts a REST API for querying feature results by the FeatureScape web application. Each object (i.e., segmented nucleus) stored in the database is assigned a randomly generated index (randval) to facilitate “statistical zooming” into the search space. This index can be used to sample from a large set of nuclei extracted from thousands of images. This process speeds up queries into the database when there are hundreds of thousands or millions of nuclei per image.

Discussion and Software Availability

The software is open source and is freely available for use by the public. An instance of the software is deployed at http://quip1.bmi.stonybrook.edu. It hosts a database of about 1.9 billion segmented nuclei and their features (17 shape, size, and intensity features per
segmented nucleus) and allows for users to visualize images, features, and segmentation results. Instructions and Linux scripts to install and run a local instance of the software are available at https://github.com/SBU-BMI/quip_distro. The software distribution repository has links to a video that shows the basic use of the software (also see Supplementary Video S1) as well as to the code repositories that make up the software code base. The software has been tested on Linux systems and with the Google Chrome web browser.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Software architecture. There are three groups of services: application service, data group, and analysis group. These groups are implemented as a collection of containers that interact with each other through REST and file system interfaces. The user interacts with the application service, which hosts the home page and the web applications. The web applications present several graphical user interfaces to the user for viewing and analyzing images, interacting with image features, and visualizing analysis results (segmentation results) along with images.